We will sa^ that 7 (G ) has strong-weak closed graph if for every sequence (x^) in Dom J (G ) and every sequence (u^) of LC [6 ,6+p] ,f? 1 ) such that u e ?"(G F )(x ) for n -1,2
x tending ' n n n to x strongly and u tending to u weakly in L ( [6,6+ 9] , R ) we F n also have u 6
Definition. Let£cR*AC and CcRxC xRxC be given. and A•> 0 we have ,
where I denotes the identity operator and || |L denotes the norm in Lg the space LC [6,6+9], R 11 ) .
Main result
Let us collect together some known consequences of m-dissipativity in the following Lemma 1 (see e.g.
[1]). (it) J^(x) 6 *(G F )(J*(x)).
(iii) Tf dist(0,MG F )(x)) -inf[||y||L^ : y e ^(G F )(X)} is bounded by K for each x then lim || J^Cx) -x|L -0 uniformly with respect to x.
Lemma 2.
Let F e ¿¿(D,Comp(R n )) be bounded and such that F \ y(G ) has a strong-weak closed graph. Then for every q>0,
(where B is a closed unit ball) has also a strong-weak closed graph.
Proof. Suppose (x^) and (v^) are arbitrary sequences in Dom y(G F ) and L( [¿, 6+ p], R n ) respectively and such that v e F n € jr(G? Kxn) for n -1,2,. .. ,||xn-x||L^--0 and vn tends v/aakly to v in a[6,6+p],R n ).
Since v 6 then dist(v (t),G F (t,x for a.e. n 'c n n n t€ [6,6+9] 
., , n k "k n k J I (-r? "k k-1 k-1 Then we obtain |vCt) -u(t)|a£ £> for a -e -* € [6,6+9].
•p Now by the assumption on the graph of (G Hence, in particular it follows that f^ is for every fixed 0 continuous and has Volterra's property with respect to its second variable Cit means that for every u,ve K^Ci?,C) and t 6 [6 ,6+p] such that uCr) -vCr) for re [6,t] we have f>Ct,u) -f^Ct,v)).
p By virtue of Lemma 1 Cii) and Civ) we have f^C*,x) e ? CG Kj^Cx)) and |f^Ct,x)|^K for xeKgCiP,C) and a.e. t€ [6,6+p] . By assumption Ciii)Cb) we can use Lemma 1 Ciii) to obtain that for every 6 q > 0 there is * >0 such that ||j,Cx)-x|L s£ 6 for xtK-gCS^C) and ?ltC0,A Ilk Let A = and select N such that < for k^N. We put x » x jyk for k^N. Since K^ is bounded, closed and uniformly absolutely continuous in AC then it is compact in C and therefore in L^ too. Since | x(t)| <1+M for almost all t and k»N then the set jx^j is uniformly 1 integrable so by Dunford's theorem L -relative sequential weakly compact. Therefore there exists x £ eK Q and a subsequence, say again (x k ) of (x^) such that || x^-x £ || ^ --0 and x k --x £ weakly in UL<5,<5+pLR n ). 5 We have i k e ^(Gf)(x k ) for k -1,2,... where G^U.x) -•p = G (t,x) +eB for (t,x) £ IxK.
By virtue of Lemma 2 it follows that x £ e 7 (G g )(x g ) for every e >0.
Taking t tending monotonically to zero we can again find x e K CT and a subsequence of (x £ ) say (x ) such that ||x -x||--»-0 and n n L <5 x £ -x weakly in L( [<5,6+p] ,R n ). Since e F (gJ Hx £ ) for n n n n p every n -1,2,... then x e T (G )(x) for every 6 • Therefore & n n x e F(G )(x). Put now y = <p ©x. We have y(t) e F(t,yt,yt) for te [5,£+p] , Ct,yt)ei? and C<5 ,y5 .fi+p.y^ ) e C because x e KWCK# (f?, C).
Then NFDI(D,F) is (£?,C)-controllable.
